
Armytek Optoelectronics Inc. is a Canadian manufacturer that produces powerful and reliable flashlights designed especially for your 
needs applying in them components made in the USA and Japan. .10 years no-hassle warranty

§ Extreme brightness  LED lumens1450

§ Unprecedented beam distance up to 970 meters for efficient illumination of large areas

§ Ultra-strong materials and thoroughly thought-out construction guarantees total protection harsh impacts or vibrations

§ Light-weight but saving its excellent light characteristics and fail-proof reliability

§ Simple operation and continuous runtimes –  at middle mode1.5 hours at maximal mode and almost 14 hours

§ Constant brightness even when the batteries are almost discharged and at -25°C frost

§ The highest IP68 dust- and waterproof standard - more than 5 hours at 50 meters depth

§ Guaranteed durability — stands up the recoil of any gun gauge and falling from 30 meters height



x5

Adding Strobe to Additional modes 

Maximum вUnscrew & Tighten up x5

Additional вTighten up & Unscrew x5
or

3. The modes are added to the additional modes’ cycle: 
Firefly1 - Firefly2 - Main1 - Main2 - Main3 - Strobe.

Tactical:

1. For tactical activation use half-pressing of the button (no 
click!). 

2. To access the Maximum mode the head of the flashlight 
must be tightened, to access Additional modes it must be 
unscrewed to 1/8 of a circle.

3. The light remains on while you half press the button.

We recommend to use Maximum mode for short-time 
tactical lighting and giving signals. Frequent half-pressings 
(<5sec between them) with the head unscrewed to 1/8 can be 
used for switching Additional modes.

Advanced Modes (Firefly1, Strobe):

Firefly1 and Strobe are advanced modes which you can 
remove or add again to the additional modes at your choice. 
These modes are enabled by default. To remove (enable) 
Advanced modes :

1. If the head of the flashlight is tightened up (Maximum), 
unscrew and tighten up the head of the flashlight quickly 5 
times.

2. If the head of the flashlight is unscrewed (Additional), 
tighten up and unscrew the head of the flashlight quickly 5 
times.
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6 - Lanyard
7 - 2 spare O-rings
8 - Spare rubber button
9 - User manual
10 - Clip
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